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The PENULTIMATE book in Derek & Sofia&apos;s journey!Ã‚Â ***  Overall Top 15 Bestseller. #1

Bestseller in Vampire Romance, Paranormal & Fantasy.***Welcome back to The Shade...Derek and

Sofia are finally enjoying a well-deserved break. Staying at a resort with good food, sun and sea,

Sofia is thrilled to witness Derek&apos;s re-introduction to the human world.They would almost be

mistaken for a normal young couple, if it were not for the red-eyed monster lurking in the shadows

and watching their every move, waiting for his signal to pounce...Ã‚Â "I don&apos;t know how Bella

can write so beautifully every time, but she does... The continuation of Sofia and Derek&apos;s

story is an epic one. This book will keep you on your toes wondering what will happen

next."Ã‚Â -Ã‚Â Dionne BordenÃ‚Â Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦"The love story of a

life time."Ã‚Â - Bertha HackettÃ‚Â Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦"Stunning. This book

is phenomenal... an absolute must read."Ã‚Â - Kindle

customerÃ‚Â Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦*Beware of spoilers in the reviews below

that are without spoiler alerts*Ã‚Â Note: Derek and Sofia&apos;s story completes in Book 7 of the

series: A Break ofÃ‚Â Day,Ã‚Â and the characters embark on entirely new adventures from Book 8.
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This book, was definitely worth the wait. Once again Bella has given us a masterpiece. I am not one

to give long reviews with lots of details about the book. I just want to be honest and tell you if I

believe its worth the read or not, and I am so glad to say that this book did not disappoint. So with

that enjoy... and Bella, even though you made us wait so long.... it was worth it Thank you!!!Tina

XOXO

I enjoyed all of her books and cannot was for the next one she has a way of writing elegantly it just

flows so well no matter what character she is using and the story line was one that was new and

refreshing to me even though it was about vampire which has been done time and time again when

I read Bella's series I didn't feel like it was something I'd done before

Wow! I surely wasn't expecting this! So many things happened, that you will want to know, if you are

reading the "A Shade of Vampire" series and loving it, the way I do.Too much to tell, that would be a

"spoiler", and ruin the surprises you have in store. Very intriguing, happiness, sadness, revelation,

strength, birth/death, capture/rescue, war, separation, reunion, disappointment, kidnapping, etc.Now

for the conclusion of Derek and Sofia's story.....

Sofia and Derek are married. Derek is human and they head off for a honeymoon. All seems to be

going well until the let down their guard. Darkness is stalking them and shortly after they start their

honeymoon, the are taken to The Blood Keep. It is Sofia that the Elder is after. They collect

immunes and keep them at The Blood Keep to feed on and entertain themselves with. Kiev want

what Derek has. He wants to know what is so special about Sofia.Derek is taken to the witches'

Sanctuary and tries to gain control of himself and his newfound power. He fails miserably, as he

always does without Sofia at his side. Sofia is his control. Eventually, time starts running out for

Sofia and her situation and Derek returns to The Shade. Derek is met with staggering revelations

once he returns and has a hard time controlling himself.The Shade is under attack by the darkness

and the Elders. The Shade's vampires are being used against each other and the Naturals are

under attack as well. A few of the vampires and hunters flee to hunter headquarters to regroup and

plan an attack on The Blood Keep. Sofia is planning her escape as well. As with everything else,

things go wrong with both the rescue and the escape. Sofia becomes the price for the actions of

The Shade's witch and the Ageless gives her to Curor in an attempt to maintain balance between

the Elders and the Guardians.This book was okay. I'm glad that Sofia and Derek's story is coming to



and end with the next book. I am invested in the their outcomes but I have no intention of continuing

with the series after that. My decision comes mostly because I hate the way the story jumps from

one point of view to the the next every little bit. It's distracting. Also, when listening to the audio I find

myself tapping the skip 30 seconds button more and more. I'm just at the end of my tolerance for

the slow moving plot and changing POVs.

Sorry not good at this for everyone to read my review and then decide to read this series. The

series, characters are...well keep you reading til you've finished the book or several chapters. Read

Sofia and Derek's story which is finished in Book 7. I'm going to continue reading this series to see

what happens with, Vivienne, Aiden, Ashley, Kyle, the Elders, Kiev....

How twisted this series has become leaving your reader up in the air wanting more. With a ending

unexpected and all hell breaking loose. I am so glad to read the series after several years in the

making. With the series going into the seventh installment because I would of been able the the next

novel to come out.

This book is one of the best in The Shade of Vampire series. It leaves you wanting more. It leaves

you with unanswered questions. How did Sophia get turned into a Vampire? What happened to their

son that Kiev stole? What happened to their daughter? What happened to the witch Corrine? What

will happen to the Shade? What will happen to Derek and Sophia? So many questions that I need

answered. On to book 7 for the answers.
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